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Abstract: A novel dual-band bandpass filter (DB-BPF) with controllable parameters in design process and a compact structure is introduced in this paper. The total structure includes open-circuited and short circuited coupled-lines, leading to a compact circuit. The resonance frequencies, insertion loss and quality factor can be independently controlled by adjusting the coupled lines. In order to eliminate the magnetic and electric coupling effects, the virtual grounds are placed in coupled complementary hairpin resonator. To verify the validity of the design approach, a DB-BPF centring, at 3.5 and 5 GHz with respective insertion losses of 0.7 and 0.58dB for WiMAX (IEEE 802.16 band) and WLAN (IEEE 802.11 band) applications has been designed and fabricated, whose the measured results confirm the electromagnetic simulation.
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1 Introduction

HIGH performance multi-bandpass filters (MBPFs) are highly desirable for the next stage of modern wireless communication systems in the radio frequency band that can operate at multiple frequencies. The most common method to design a multi-band filter is based on stub loaded resonator (SLR) [1-3], or stepped impedance resonator (SIR) [4-6]. Another method to implement multi-band filter is to combine several resonators to achieve a multi-band band-pass filter [7, 8]. In [9], a multi-band BPF is accomplished by combining band-pass and band-stop filters. However, the final structure is large because of the number of resonators used. Also, degrees of freedom in designing each passband are insufficient. Slow-wave resonators are not applicable for high fractional bandwidths although providing excellent wideband response.

Multilayer structures prepare many drawbacks such as complex configuration and fabrication difficulties while realizing that lumped element may not always be practical. The parallel-coupled micro-strip BPF, due to its planer structure and easy design procedures, has been one of the most commonly used filters for the RF systems [10, 11].

A dual-band BPF with independently controllable passbands in design process is presented in this work, using based on coupled complementary hairpin resonators (C-CHR). With the assistance of hairpin lines, good performances at passband come up. The final structure of the filter has performances like compact size (13.6\times19.6 \text{ mm}^2), and appropriate insertion loss (<0.7 \text{ dB}).

2 Filter Analysis and Design

Fig. 1 shows a layout of the proposed dual-band C-CHR micro-strip filter using short-circuited and open-circuited coupled-lines. Shot-circuited and open-circuited coupled-lines are used to realize the strong capacitive effects and therefore electric coupling and finally the high quality factor.

The basic structure of the proposed bandpass filter (BPF) can be shown as Fig. 2(a). This simplified structure is composed of coupled hairpin resonators, where \( Z_e \), \( Z_o \) are the even and odd modes characteristic
impedance and \( \theta \) is the electric length of the coupled line sections. In the basic design, the use of short circuited lined has led to the creation of two transmission zeros (TZs), which can improve the stopband as shown in Fig. 2(b). Short circuits in the circuit model in Fig. 2(a) are replaced with grounding via holes in EM simulations.

In order to create another passband, multiple coupled lines are added to the basic proposed BPF, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Coupled hairpin resonators are introduced to form the 1\(^{st}\) passband, while short-circuited coupled lines are used to implement the 2\(^{nd}\) passband. Also, the simulation S-parameters results in Fig. 3(b) show that the designed dual band bandpass filter (DB-BPF) has a proper stopband.

2.1 Analysis of Peak Frequencies of DB-BPF

Simplified coupling scheme of the final structure of DB-BPF is shown in Fig. 4. If imaginary part of input admittance is equal to zero the main frequency of system can be achieved. As seen in Fig. 4, it is more appropriate to calculate the input impedance. \( Z_i \) can be found as the input impedance of port 1, when port 2 is open-circuited.

\[
Z_i = -j \left( \frac{Z_e + Z_o}{2} \right) \cot \left( \frac{\theta_1}{2} \right)
\]

where \( Z_e, Z_o \) are the even and odd modes characteristic impedance and \( \theta \) is the electric length of the coupled line section.

Also \( Z_B \) is calculated by the same equation:

\[
Z_B = -j Z_2 A_2 \sin \left( 2 \theta_2 \right) + j A_2 \sin \left( 2 \theta_2 \right) + j 4 Z_2 \sin^2 \left( \theta_2 \right)
\]

In the next step:

\[
Y = Y_{E1} + Y_{E2} = -j Y_e \cot (\theta_4) + \frac{Y_n + j Y_r \tan(\theta_4)}{Y_n + j Y_r \tan(\theta_4)}
\]
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**Fig. 3** a) Coupling scheme of the proposed DB-BPF and b) simulated S-parameters of open-circuited and short-circuited coupled lines.

![Fig. 4](image)

**Fig. 4** Simplified coupling schematic of the proposed DB-BPF.

\[
Z_R = \frac{Z_L A \sin(2\theta) + j [B^2 - A^2 \cos^2(\theta)]}{A \sin(2\theta) + j 4Z_0 \sin^2(\theta)}
\]

\[A = Z_e + Z_o, \quad B = Z_e - Z_o\]

According to the process of Eqs. (1) and (2) \(Z_c, Z_D\) and finally \(Z_w\) can be obtained:

\[
Z_c = Z_e + jZ_e \tan(\theta_1)
\]

\[Z_D = \frac{Z_e A_e \sin(2\theta_1) + j \left[ B_e^2 - A_e^2 \cos^2(\theta_1) \right]}{A_e \sin(2\theta_1) + j 4Z_e \sin^2(\theta_1)}
\]

\[
Y_{in}, \text{ according to the Eqs. (1)-(5) is achieved as mentioned below:}
\]

\[
\left( Z_E = \frac{1}{Y_E} \right)
\]

\[Z_w = \frac{Z_D A_1 \sin(2\theta_1) + j \left[ B_1^2 - A_1^2 \cos^2(\theta_1) \right]}{A_1 \sin(2\theta_1) + j 4Z_0 \sin^2(\theta_1)}
\]

\[(A_1 = Z_{\text{in}} + Z_o), \quad (B_1 = Z_{\text{in}} - Z_o)\]

\[Y_{in} = \frac{1}{Z_w}\]

Fig. 5 shows the imaginary part of \(Y_{in}\), which can help to find the main frequencies of BPF, so that these frequencies cause that the admittance, is equal to zero. Also we can see in these figures, the main frequencies can be tuned by altering the electrical length of lines \(\theta_1\) and \(\theta_4\).
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Fig. 5 Input admittance chart under different a) θ₁ and b) θ₄ (θ₁ and θ₄ are the electric lengths as shown in Fig. 4).

Fig. 6 Variation of insertion loss and complex quality factor against different values of a) L₂ and b) L₄ (L₂ and L₄ are the dimensions of lines as shown in Fig. 1).

2.2 Optimization of Spectrum-Based Quality Factor QS and Insertion Loss of DB-BPF

By considering the impedance matrix of the BPF, the spectrum-based quality factor $Q_s$ is defined as [3]

$$Q_s = \frac{\omega_0^2}{2} \left| \frac{Z_{11}'}{Z_{11}} - \frac{Z_{12}'}{Z_{12}} \right| = \frac{\omega_0}{2} \left| \frac{d}{d\omega} \left( \ln \frac{Z_{11}}{Z_{12}} \right) \right|$$

(8)

Also, by converting $Q_s$ into a polar form, it can be represented as follows [3]

$$Q_s = \frac{\omega_0}{2} \left| \frac{d}{d\omega} \ln \frac{Z_{11}}{Z_{12}} + j \frac{\omega}{\omega_0} \left( \angle \left( Z_{11} \right) - \angle \left( Z_{12} \right) \right) \right|$$

(9)

where $\omega_0$ is the center frequency. Eq. (9), clearly indicates that the $Q_s$ relates both of the phase and amplitude effects of the filter. Fig. 6(a) and 6b show that the $Q_s$-peak value and $S_{21}$ (insertion loss) of the final structure (as shown in Fig. 1) in the two passbands depend on the $L_2$ and $L_4$ dimensions.

Fig. 7 shows the simulated $Q_s$ of the DB-BPF, where two $Q_s$ peaks can be observed at 3.5 and 5 GHz, while
two frequencies have appropriate insertion loss.

3 Simulation and Measurement Results

These theoretical values are used to obtain the final dimensions of the DB-BPF, which is simulated and fabricated using a RT/Duroid 5880 substrate with a relative dielectric constant of 2.2 and thickness of 31 mil. Fig. 8 presents the photograph of the fabricated filter and simulated/measured S-parameters of the designed DB-BPF. The frequencies of this dual-band bandpass filter are set as 3.5 and 5 GHz that the measured insertion losses for two bands are 0.7/0.58 dB, while the measured return loss is smaller than -20 dB within the pass-bands. The practical size is 13.6×19.6 mm². The performance and controllable parameters in the design process of the proposed filter is compared to the other state-of-the-art designs in Table 1. Compared with the works in [5-6] and [13-14], CFs and ILs of two passbands can be more easily controlled and smaller size is obtained. In [4] compact size is designed, but QFs and ILs are not controllable. Also in [12], ILs of passbands can be optimized, but there isn’t any control over the CFs. It can be seen that the proposed filter outperform the others in terms of the insertion loss, size and tuneable to all the three passbands frequencies in design process.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a compact two-band filter centering at 3.5/5 GHz base on coupled complementary hairpin resonators (C-CHR) suitable for design of multi-order filters. The filter can achieve controllability of the parameters of center frequencies, quality factors and insertion losses in the design process. The selectivity of 1st and 2nd bands is improved by extending the lines of L1 and L4. The filter is fabricated and measured for...
WIMAX and WLAN applications. Fabricated filter has simple structure, compact size and low insertion loss so that these performances are very attractive in the practical applications in modern communication systems.
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